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Collection Overview

Repository: Archives Center, National Museum of American History
Title: Guide to the Bluestime Power Hour Videotapes
Identifier: NMAH.AC.0657
Date: 1997-1998.
Extent: 1.6 Cubic feet
Creator: Coleman, Cinthea T., 1947-
McCracklin, Jimmy, 1931-
Kenner, Sonny
Stovall, Beverly
Shorty, Guitar
Language: English

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information

Processing Information
Collection processed by Amanda Whitehead, 1999.

 Preferred Citation

Restrictions
Collection is open for research.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Copyright restrictions. Contact staff for information.

Biographical Note
Entrepreneur, music enthusiast, and semi-professional television producer.
Scope and Contents

49 VHS videotapes containing the Bluestime Power Hour television shows. The programs document the music and culture of such local American blues musicians as Jimmy McCracklin, Sonny Kenner, Guitar Shorty and Beverly Stovall.

Arrangement

Divided into 2 series: 1) Field recordings; 2) Broadcasting (production) recordings. Chronological arrangement.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Blues (Music) -- 1990-2000 -- United States
- Music -- 20th century
- Television programs

Types of Materials:
- Video recordings -- 1990-2000
- Videotapes -- 1990-2000